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Abstract Aotearoa New Zealand (ANZ) was one of the last land masses settled by humans, with
the arrival of M
aori ca. 1280 AD. This relatively recent human history allows unprecedented opportunity to investigate traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) in changing environmental and socieaori culture had a strongly developed tradition of oral
tal contexts. Before European contact, M
literature, including ancestral sayings (whakatauki). Whakatauki represent one of the main ways
of transmitting critical information about all aspects of life and society, including TEK. Our aim
in this paper was to analyse information on marine resources contained in whakatauki. We analysed linguistic cues to place whakatauki that refer to marine resources in ﬁve time periods, before
examining the frequencies of occurrence for these whakatauki, and thus infer the likely importance
of these resources through time. References to speciﬁc ﬁsh reduced through time, in contrast to generic references; we argue that these patterns are associated with societal developments. Naming of
ﬁsh species during the initial settlement period likely reﬂects prior Polynesian voyaging experience.
Many early ﬁsh references are associated with food, but later references to ﬁsh do not strongly
reﬂect this pattern. The occurrence of marine resources such as elasmobranchs and shellﬁsh in
the whakatauki differ from their occurrence in the archaeological record, reﬂecting limitations associated with both forms of record.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Institution for Marine and Island Cultures,
Mokpo National University.
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aori people of New Zealand have a long association
The M
with the sea. The extensive voyaging history of the Polynesians
through the Paciﬁc Ocean over several thousand years (Barber,
2003; Best, 1929; Paulin, 2007) led to the settlement of Aotearoa New Zealand (ANZ) in around 1280 AD (Wilmshurst
et al., 2011); as such ANZ was the last major land mass to
be settled by humans. This landmass, however, contrasted with
the islands previously inhabited by the Polynesians, consisting
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of a large island archipelago with varied topography, and temperate rather than tropical temperatures and weather patterns.
It thus provided new challenges for Maori. For example,
although a rich array of marine resources was present, the
colder sub-Antarctic currents supported many marine resources that were probably unknown.
Fishing was a signiﬁcant activity in early ANZ, as might be
expected from people with a strong seafaring tradition. Many
communities were also concentrated in coastal regions (Hiroa,
1926; Best, 1929; Anderson, 1997; Paulin, 2007). Not unexpectedly, then, ﬁsh and marine mammals recur in M
aori myths
and legends, beginning with stories of the demigod M
aui who
ﬁshed up the North Island of ANZ, through to events of tribal
signiﬁcance such as Paikea’s journey on the back of a whale
(Best, 1982; Barber, 2003). These long standing relationships
with the marine environment have endured since initial settlement, continuing after European colonisation from ca. 1800
AD. Indeed, it has been argued that assessment and management of wild population stocks is part of indigenous cultural
practice (Moller, 1996; Dick et al., 2013; McCarthy et al.,
2013). Fish and aquatic invertebrates continue to be harvested
by Maori (Moller and Lyver, 2010; McDowall, 2011) and ﬁshing remains an important economic and cultural activity for
Maori today (see, for example, Dick et al., 2013; McCarthy
et al., 2013). Within Maori culture, manaakitanga or hospitality, including the provision of marine delicacies such as crayaua
up
u (Turbo smaragdus) and p
ﬁsh and shellﬁsh such as p
(Haliotis iris) at major tribal events, remains a vital cultural
practice. Marine resources are therefore a highly signiﬁcant
part of this tradition for coastal tribes. For this reason, we
have focused on marine resources in this paper, although we
also present some additional data on freshwater resources.
To date, the archaeological record has dominated our
understanding of environmental history and Maori marine resource use in ANZ. As Paulin (2007) has highlighted, however,
this extensive archaeological record, as well as a voluminous
archival record of Maori ﬁshing activities, has served to maintain European notions about ﬁshing. Many examples of material culture such as ﬁsh hooks and nets have been catalogued in
museums, offering insight into the tools and technologies of
culture, such as those of ﬁshing (e.g. Paulin, 2010, 2012). Early
European explorers, artists and ethnographers at a observed
and recorded many details about Maori life in the 19th and
early 20th centuries, including ﬁshing (e.g. Polack, 1838; Dieffenbach, 1843; Colenso, 1869). Some, for example, focused on
recording methods of tool and net construction (e.g. Best,
1929). Nonetheless, a rich oral tradition is one of the pillars
of Maori culture. This oral tradition has been largely ignored,
despite containing a depth of embedded ecological information
in song, origin stories, whakapapa (records of genealogical
relationships, including those of humans and nature) and
whakatauki or ancestral sayings (Roberts et al., 1995). Yet
examination of oral tradition highlights information that
may be less evident in the archaeological or written archival
records.
Maori ﬁshing knowledge is certainly embedded in oral tradition, as can be seen in the lunar ﬁshing calendars recorded by
early ethnographers (e.g. Best, 1903, 1929; Hiroa, 1926) that
continue to be used by Maori ﬁshers. However, little attention
has been paid to other forms of oral tradition as sources of
information on marine resources, with anthropologists dismissing the ‘extravagant ﬁshy tales’ inherent in oral histories
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(Leach, 2006 in Paulin, 2007). Recently, however, a number
of researchers have concluded that knowledge of oral tradition
and M
aori cultural practices can enrich our understanding of
environmental and human history (e.g. Barber, 2003; Paulin,
2007). Our aim in this paper is to examine one branch of oral
tradition, known as whakatauki or ancestral sayings, to examine information on marine resources in particular. Using linguistic cues, such as sentence structure, grammar and
vocabulary, we separated whakatauki into ﬁve main time periaori settlement. We then analysed the information
ods since M
on marine resources to ascertain the likely importance of resources in these time periods. Firstly, we analysed both generic
and speciﬁc references to ﬁsh, and the frequency of these references in the timeline, whilst also considering the context associated with these references. Secondly, we examined whether
evidence of naming during initial settlement reﬂects prior Polynesian voyaging experience through the re-naming of new species with old Polynesian names (tracing roots). Third, we asked
whether references to ﬁsh are associated with food, or have
other contexts. Finally, we considered the occurrence frequencies of marine resources that are notably present or absent in
the archaeological record, including shellﬁsh, elasmobranchs
such as sharks and stingrays (Dasyatis thetidis), and marine
mammals.
Methods
Whakatauki collection and dating
Many 19th and early 20th century ethnographers in ANZ collected whakatauki, including Grey (1857), Best (1924) and
Firth (1926). These archival recordings that began shortly after
European arrival thus provide written compilations of M
aori
oral tradition. These source materials were comprehensively
compiled by Mead and Grove (1981), with the later addition
of translations and interpretations (Mead and Grove, 2001).
We used this pariemological dataset of 2669 M
aori whakatauki (Mead and Grove, 2001) as our primary dataset, supplementing this dataset with similar entries from Mead and Grove
(1981). We then analysed semantic shifts and vocabulary
changes across time periods. Using a range of methods including linguistic clues, structural analysis, historical context and
word identiﬁcation including ancestor names, events and genealogy and native speaker intuition, we aligned the whakatauki
to ﬁve broad time periods: pre 1350 (pre M
aori settlement),
1350–1500 (early settlement), 1500–1650 (occupation and
interaction between tribes), 1650–1800 (settlement marked by
inter-tribal ﬁghting) and 1800ff (after the arrival of the ﬁrst
European settlers).
Polynesian languages have an extensive and comprehensive
aori language is the southernnomenclature for ﬁshes. The M
most member of the Polynesian languages, a subgroup of the
very widespread Austronesian language family (Dunn et al.,
2011). The Polynesian heartland is often described as ‘Triangle
Polynesia’ because a number of Polynesian ‘Outlier’ languages
are also spoken in Melanesia and Micronesia, with the northern apex in Hawai’i, and a southern base connecting ANZ to
Easter Island (Blust, 2013). To make comparisons between
Polynesian species names and whether they describe the same
species or morphologically similar species, we examined names
from the Pollex Database (see http://pollex.org.nz/about/) for
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six sister languages of Maori from the Eastern Polynesian subgrouping of Austronesian language family (Rapanui EAS,
Hawaiian HAW, Mangarevan MVA, Tahitian TAH, Tuamotuan TUA and Cook Island Maori CIM).
Statistical analyses
All statistical approaches were implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2013). Word frequencies were determined
using an online word counting tool (http://www.textﬁxer.com/tools/online-word-counter.php).
We analysed the dataset to ﬁrst determine the total number
of occurrences of the generic word for ﬁsh in Maori (‘ika’) and
for speciﬁc species of ﬁsh. We similarly analysed the dataset for
use of words meaning shark, or species of shark. By assigning
each ancestral saying to a time period, based on linguistic
clues, structural analysis, historical context and word identiﬁcation, we then examined word occurrences to determine signiﬁcance by simulation. Our null hypothesis was that
proportions would not change through time, and the variance
should therefore be close to zero.
It was not always possible to categorise resources hierarchically in the dataset. For example, eels were problematic. Eels
are diadromous, and thus spend part of their life cycle at
sea. Maori harvest eels both from rivers and coastally, such
as from Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) in the South Island. Eels
were however classiﬁed as ‘freshwater’ in a comparison of marine and freshwater resources, to reﬂect their main harvesting
location. As such, we do not discuss eels further in this paper,
despite their immense importance within Maori culture. As another example, the kakahi (Hyridella menziesii) which once
formed extensive mussel beds in ANZ lakes, was categorised
as freshwater, in contrast to all other shellﬁsh which are marine. The kakahi nonetheless contributes to the overall category
‘shellﬁsh’, but does not appear in the analysis of habitat types
for marine shellﬁsh.
Signiﬁcant temporal changes in whakatauki references were
determined via Monte Carlo simulation, due to the highly uneven number of whakatauki per time period, and order-ofmagnitude differences in the number of whakatauki per referoura, n = 15; hapuku, n = 2). Our
ence (e.g. ika, n = 38; k
null hypothesis was that the proportion of whakatauki references did not vary across time periods: mean p(ref) = pt(ref),
for all time periods t. Under this framework, the variance in
the proportion of any given whakatauki reference across the
time periods should approach zero. Whakatauki were randomly permutated, controlling the total number of whakatauki per time period. The probability was returned as the
proportion of permutations with the same or greater variance
compared to the original data. Although the whakatauki dataset includes all existing faunal references, its small size
(n = 723) markedly limited statistical power.
Results
Two hundred and thirty three whakatauki refer to both marine
and freshwater based resources, including eels, elasmobranchs
(sharks and stingrays), shellﬁsh, marine mammals, and ﬁnﬁsh
(see Table 1 for some examples). Overall, these form around
almost a third (32%) of the 719 whakatauki that refer to fauna. Whakatauki referring to marine and freshwater resources
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occur frequently throughout initial Polynesian colonisation
and settlement in ANZ, appearing in 35% and 33% of faunal
whakatauki in the early and middle time periods (n = 52/149
and n = 176/533 respectively), but occurring less frequently
(13.5%) in the post-European period (n = 5/37). Marine references are consistently lower than those for terrestrial habitats
(20–40% cf >55%) in the overall faunal dataset, and references to freshwater species are few (<10%). Whakatauki that
refer to marine, rather than lake or river, resources dominate
in the early period before declining in frequency over time,
although this decline is not signiﬁcant (p = 0.059). There is
no change in the proportion of references to freshwater resources with time (p = 0.30).
The whakatauki reference a range of resources, with 125
references to ﬁsh in either a generalised (e.g. ‘ika’) or speciﬁc
form (e.g. t
amure, Chrysophrys auratus; h
apuku; Polyprion
oxygeneios). Fish are well represented in whakatauki from all
time periods, never dropping below 49% (time period 4). There
is therefore no evidence for a shift in the proportion of sayings
related to ﬁsh across time periods (p = 0.961; Fig. 1).
All ﬁsh identiﬁed in the whakatauki are coastal species
(Paulin, 2007), or deepwater species that occur coastally
(Anderson, 1997). Twenty six speciﬁc ﬁsh and elasmobranch
genera or species are identiﬁable in the whakatauki. The use
of speciﬁc species names in the whakatauki declines signiﬁcantly through time (p = 0.022), in contrast to the use of generic terms such as ‘ika’ that climb as a proportion of
whakatauki references to ﬁsh (p = 0.016; Fig. 2). References
to t
amure, for example, are relatively frequent in the initial settlement phase, but decline markedly through time as a proportion of sayings that refer to marine resources (p = 0.011). A
number of whakatauki note the juxtaposition of plant phenology with speciﬁc ﬁsh abundance, such as the running of the
t
amure during kiekie (Freycinetia banksii) ﬂowering in coastal
areas.
Shellﬁsh are the next largest contributor to water based
resources after ﬁsh, with 33 references; nonetheless, this is less
than 5% of the faunal whakatauki as a whole. Shellﬁsh references never exceed 25% of the marine resources group of
whakatauki (time period 3; Fig. 1), and although shellﬁsh
appear rarely in the early time periods (and not at all in time
period 1), the overall proportion of references to shellﬁsh
through time does not signiﬁcantly change (p = 0.29). The
range of speciﬁc shellﬁsh mentioned is limited, but includes
pipi (Paphies australis), toheroa (Amphidesma ventricosum),
p
aua (H. iris), cockles (Austrovenus stuchburyi), tusk shells
(Scaphopoda) and Cook’s turban (Cookia sulcata) as well as
the freshwater mussel or k
akahi. By habitat, estuarine species
dominate this group of ancestral sayings (n = 14), with only
small numbers of open and beach habitat shellﬁsh species
(n = 3), and rocky beach shellﬁsh species (n = 5) appearing.
Appendix 1 contains a list of species associated with habitats.
It is unlikely that the proportion of whakatauki referencing
shellﬁsh from different coastal habitats changes signiﬁcantly
across time periods (estuarine p = 0.10, open/sandy
p = 0.65, rocky p = 0.78), although our analysis is hampered
by small sample sizes. Marine invertebrates as a group (shellﬁsh, crabs, octopus, squid and crayﬁsh) nonetheless appear
to decline in importance through time (p = 0.017), in contrast
to ﬁsh.
References to elasmobranchs (n = 28) occur more
frequently than those to marine mammals (n = 17) in the
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Table 1 Examples of ancestral sayings (whakatauki) that refer to marine resources. Both the whakatauki and the English translations
are from Mead and Grove (2001).
Translation

Time period

He kaihua ki uta, he toka hapuku ki te moana
He meroiti te ika i raoa ai a Tamarereti
Kei au te m
at
aika!
He rei ng
a niho, he paraoa nga kauae
Te p
atiki tahanui o Te Whanganui-o-Rotu
Ka p
o, ka p
o, ka kai te rari
Kei mate 
a tarakihi koe, engari kia mate a ururoa

A birding tree on land, a groper rock in the sea
It was a small ﬁsh that choked Tamarereti
I have the honour of the ﬁrst slain
Follow the party of the whale
The big-sided ﬂatﬁsh of The Great-Bay-of-Rotu
When it is night the butterﬁsh feed
Die like [the] shark, not like [the] tarakihi

1500–1650
1800ﬀ
1650–1800
1500–1650
1500–1650
1350–1500
1650–1800

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Proportion of Whakatauk

0.4
0.2

Proportion of Whakatauk

0.6

Shellfish
Finfish
Marine Mammals
Elasmobranchs

0.8

0.8

Ancestral saying

pre-1350

1350-1500

1500-1650

1650-1800

1800-present

0.0

Time Period
pre-1350

1350-1500

1500-1650

1650-1800

1800-present

Fig. 3 Proportion of whakatauki classiﬁed as ecological observations (dashed line), and proportion that refer to cultural events
and structures such as chieftainship (complete line) during the ﬁve
time periods. Time periods on the x axis refer to pre 1350 (pre
M
aori arrival in Aotearoa New Zealand (ANZ)), 1350–1500 (early
M
aori settlement in ANZ), 1500–1650 (settled occupation and
interaction between M
aori tribes), 1650–1800 (settlement marked
by inter-tribal ﬁghting) and 1800ff (after European arrival).

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.0

0.1

Proportion of Whakatauk

0.5

0.6

Fig. 1 Speciﬁc resource types that occur as a proportion of all
water based resources. Time periods on the x axis refer to pre 1350
(pre Maori arrival in Aotearoa New Zealand (ANZ)), 1350–1500
(early Maori settlement in ANZ), 1500–1650 (settled occupation
and interaction between M
aori tribes), 1650–1800 (settlement
marked by inter-tribal ﬁghting) and 1800ff (after European
arrival).

pre-1350

1350-1500

1500-1650

1650-1800 1800-present

Time Period

Fig. 2 Generic terms for ﬁsh such as ‘ika’ occur more frequently
as a proportion of whakatauki through time.

whakatauki, reaching 25% of the sayings that refer to marine
resources in time period 4 (n = 23). Most of the elasmobranch
references are to sharks (n = 19), with a smaller contribution

from stingrays. These whakatauki focus on the ﬁghting qualities of the shark when caught. The prevalence of whakatauki
associated with ﬁghting during period 4 (ca. 1600 AD) indicates that these ﬁghting qualities may have been associated
with societal patterns of change, including developing chieftainship and warfare (Fig. 3), and contrast with the pattern
of whakatauki that can be categorised as ecological
observations.
Whales are clearly important within the marine mammal
group; only two whakatauki reference other marine mammals
(probably the fur seal Arctocephalus forsteri, and sealion Phocarctos hookeri respectively). Although there is no clear pattern
in their usage over time, sperm (Physeter macrocephalus) and
minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) are both associated
with qualities of strength, endurance and chieftainship in the
whakatauki.
There are approximately forty Polynesian languages and
aori forms part of the Eastern Polynesian group consisting
M
of Rapanui, Hawaiian, Mangarevan, Tahitian, Tuamotuan,
aori (Fig. 4). The names of 15 ﬁsh species
and Cook Island M
identiﬁed in the whakatauki dataset are shown in Table 2.
amure provides a good example of name transfer, where
T
morphologically similar, but different, species all called tamure
(Fig. 5).
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Proto-Polynesian

Proto-Tongic

Proto-Nuclear Polynesian

Tongan,
Nuiean
Proto-Samoic Outlier
Samoan,
Tokelauan,
Outliners, etc.

Proto-Eastern Polynesian

Easter Island

Proto-Central Eastern Polynesian

Proto-Tahitic

Māori, Tahitian, Rarotongan,
Tuamotuan

Fig. 4
2007).

Proto-Marquesic

Hawiaiian, Mangareva
Marquesan

Proto-Polynesian language subgrouping (from Harlow,

In most cases across Polynesian languages (PN), the reﬂex
of the PPN *ika refers to several other marine organisms
including ﬁsh, cetaceans, cephalopods and turtles (Hooper,
1994). The cognate ika ‘generic ﬁsh’ occurs within these sister
languages with ika occurring in MAO, EAS, MVA, TUA, and
CIM and i’a in the northern and eastern apexes of TAH and
HAW. Generic ﬁsh names are shared commonly among the
6 selected languages; e.g. PPN *fai ‘Himantura sp. stingray,
general term’ – TAH, TUA fai, HAW hai, MVA ‘ai, MAO
whai; PPN *mang
o ‘shark, general term’ – MAO mang
o,
CIM mango, EAS mago, HAW man
o, MVA mago, TAH
ma’o, TUA mango; PPN *tuna ‘Anguilla sp. freshwater eel,
general term’ – MAO, MVA, TAH, TUA and CIM tuna,
HAW kuna; PN *feke ‘octopus, general term’ – MAO wheke,
EAS heke, HAW he’e, MVA, CIM ‘eke, TAH fe’e and TUA
feke. The Oceanic (OC) cognate *kanahe ‘mullet’ occurs with
all of these sister languages; MAO, MVA, TUA, CIM kanae,
HAW ‘anae, and TAH anae (Mugil cephalus). Aua the yellow
eyed mullet (Agonostomus forsteri) in MAO, Valamugil engeli
when it is intermediate size in TAH, a small, silvery-grey ﬁsh
or Neomyxus chaptalii when small in CIM, uooa a mullet in
TUA, and uoa a ﬁsh (the false grey mullet) in CIM. The PN
*faapuku ﬁsh sp., (Epinephelus sp.) covers a range of species
in Eastern Polynesia including hapuku ‘groper’ (P. oxygeneios)
in MAO, k
opuku kava (Trachypoma macracanthu) in EAS,
h
apu’u (Epinephelus guernus) in HAW, hapu’u (Epinephelus
fuscuguttatus) in TAH, ’apuku (Epinephelus polyphekadion) in
CIM,’apuku in MVA a ‘ﬁsh species’ and hapuku in TUA a ‘ﬁsh
species’. The PN *talakishi ‘ﬁsh species’ is similar to PN *faapuku covering a range of species including tarakihi (Dactylopargus macropterus) in MAO, taraki’i (Gnathodentex
aureolineatus) in MVA, tarakii (G. aureolineatus) in CIM and
tarakihi a ﬁsh species with sharp dangerous spines. Tamure is
snapper (Chrysophrys auratus) in MAO and tamure (Lethrinus
mahsena) in TAH and Lutjanus rivulatus in TUA.
Tohora ‘whale’ is used in MAO to refer to the Southern
right whale (Balaena australis) but is used in a general sense
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with other Easter Polynesian languages with ta’oraha EAS,
a HAW, to’oora MVA, tohor
a TAH and TUA, and
kohol
to’or
a CIM. The marine invertebrate k
oura ‘crayﬁsh’ is also
of Eastern Polynesian origin with MAO, TUA k
oura, MVA,
TAH ‘
oura, and CIM koura. However, in EAS koo’ura refers
to ‘ﬂea or small insects in general’ and the Austronesian term
AN *qura has a HAW reﬂex of ula for lobster. The PPN *paka
‘crab’ has reﬂexes of p
apaka in MAO, MVA, TUA and CIM,
paapa’i in HAW and pa’apa’a in TAH. The bivalve shellﬁsh
pipi has the same cognate throughout EP. The MAO paua Haliotis spp. has a PPN *paasua reﬂex. P
aua in TUA refers to a
shellﬁsh spp. and p
apaua in HAW refers to a bivalve shellﬁsh
(Isognomen) but paua in MVA and paue in CIM refer to a species of ﬁsh.
Patterns of meaning associated with ﬁsh clearly change in
the whakatauki. Within the group of whakatauki that refer
to ﬁsh, associations with food are a major feature of the initial
settlement period, but later decline in frequency (p = 0.01).
This pattern contrasts with whakatauki that draw parallels between ﬁsh and aspects of the human condition, including chieftainship, and that occur much more frequently in later time
periods (p = 0.0022). Whakatauki with embedded ecological
observations related to marine resources also decline through
time (p < 0.00; Fig. 3).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that marine resources are referenced
frequently in whakatauki, although less often than terrestrial
fauna. This result concurs with Anderson’s (1997) view of
sea-ﬁshing as one of the most important subsistence activities
in prehistoric ANZ (albeit based largely on the frequency of
shell archaeological middens). Given the history of Polynesian
marine voyaging, we might expect a high proportion of marine
resources to appear in whakatauki that we have dated to ﬁrst
settlement. However, a trend in this direction was not signiﬁcant; instead references to ﬁsh remain consistent among time
periods.
The high proportion of both ﬁsh and marine resources
throughout all time periods could reﬂect the importance of
coastal ﬁshing in ANZ, as throughout Polynesia. An early
emphasis on food might be expected during the initial settlement of a new land and seascape. Certainly, the particular species that are mentioned in the whakatauki are heavily coastal,
although they include pelagic species that also occur coastally
(e.g. barracouta Thyrsites atun, mullet and h
apuku; Paulin,
2007; Anderson, 1997). Nonetheless, the change in context
associated with marine resources, from food gathering to commentary on the human condition and other aspects of society,
underscores the importance of whakatauki in providing what
has been described as ‘a blueprint for living’ (Mead and Grove,
2001).
The high proportion of speciﬁc names for marine resources
in the early settlement period suggests that early M
aori might
have been using their knowledge of the central Polynesian seascape to quickly familiarise themselves with novel harvestable
resources. Linguistic transfer of names for morphologically
familiar resources could be considered part of the cultural
transformation that occurred on arrival in ANZ.
The data provide supporting evidence that the early Polynesian settlers used names already known to them to name
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Table 2

Pollex names and morphological similarity using 6 sister languages.
EAS

HAW

MVA

TAH

TUA

CIM

ika
(generic – ﬁsh)
aua
Agonostomus forsteri

ika

i’a

ika

i’a

ika

ika

–

–

–

aua
Valamugil engeli

uooa
(A variety of ﬁsh;
the mullet)

h
apuku
Polyprion oxygeneios

k
opuku kava
Trachypoma
macracanthu
–

hapu’u
Epinephelus guernus

‘apuku
(Fish sp.)

hapuku
(Fish sp.)

‘anae
(Full-sized mullet)
–

kanae

kanae

kanae

‘
oura
(Crayﬁsh)

hapu’u
Epinephelus
fuscuguttatus
anae
Mugil cephalus
‘
oura
(Crayﬁsh)

‘aua
(Small, silvery-grey ﬁsh;
(Neomyxus chaptalii)
when small)
‘apuku
Epinephelus polyphekadion

k
oura
(Crayﬁsh)

koura
(Crayﬁsh)

man
o
(Shark)

mago
(Shark)

ma’o
(Shark)

mango
(Shark)

mang
o
(Shark)

paapa’i

papaka

pa’apa’a

papaka

papaka

–

palaoa

–

–

paraoa

–

–

paua
(Fish sp.)

–

paua
(Shellﬁsh sp.)

paue
(A species of ﬁsh)

pipi
(Any small
sea-snail)
–

papaua
Bivalve shellﬁsh
(Isognomen)
pipi
(Shellﬁsh sp)

pipi
(Shellﬁsh sp.)

pipi

pipi
(Shellﬁsh sp)

–

–

tamure
Lutjanus rivulatus

–

tarakihi
Dactylopargus macropterus

–

–

ta’oraha
(Whale)
–

to’ora
(Whale)
tuna
(Fresh-water eel)

whai
Himantura sp.
wheke
(Octopus)

–

koholaa
(Whale)
kuna
(Eel –
freshwater sp.)
hai

tarakihi
(Fish species with sharp
dangerous spines)
tohora
(Whale)
tuna
(Eel)

taraki
Gnathodentex aureolineatus

tohor
a
Balaena australis
tuna
(Fresh-water eel)

taraki’i
Gnathodentex
aureolineatus
tohora
(Whale)
tuna
(Eel)

pipi
(Small shellﬁsh,
mussel-shaped)
tamure
Lethrinus
mahsena
–

fai

–

heke

he’e

feke

‘eke

kanae
(Mullet)
k
oura
(Crayﬁsh)
mang
o
(Shark)
p
apaka
(Crab)
par
aoa
(Whale)
p
aua
Haliotis spp
pipi
Paphies australis
t
amure
Chrysophrys auratus

koo’ura
(Flea; small insects
in general)
mago
Carcharhinus
galapagensis
–

‘ai

tohora
(Whale)
tuna
(Eel
(Anguilla sp.))
fai

‘eke

fe’e
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Chrysophrys auratus

Lethrinus mahsena

Lutjanus rivulatus

Fig. 5 Morphologically similar, but different species, all called
tamure. Chrysophrys auratus (top) is distributed throughout the
coastal waters of Philippines, Indonesia, China, Taiwan, Japan,
ANZ and Australia, and is called tamure in Maori; Lethrinus
mahsena (middle) is distributed throughout the Red Sea and East
Africa to Sri Lanka and is called tamure in Tahitian. References to
this species from the central Paciﬁc probably refer to Lethrinus
atkinsoni which is distributed from Indonesia and the Philippines,
north to southern Japan, south to Australia, east to the Tuamoto
Islands; and Lutjanus rivulatus (bottom) is distributed from East
Africa to Tahiti, north to southern Japan, south to Australia, and
is called tamure in Tuamotu.

species that were morphologically similar, in much the same
way as has been described for plant species. Use of the same
names for morphologically similar resources demonstrates
the way taxonomies could be used by harvesters and ﬁsher
folk. Thus, for tamure, the semantic shift in MAO for tamure
to the species Chrysophrys auratus is motivated by the fact that
Lethrinus spp. is not caught in ANZ waters but has a similar
habitat and characteristics (Hooper, 1994). Folk taxonomies
frequently use morphological features as a basis for classiﬁcation, and similar examples can be found in the use of Polynesian words for plants such as kiekie (Freycinetia banksii).
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Many whakatauki that refer to particular species also include ecological observations. In contrast, use of the generic
‘ika’ in whakatauki occurs most frequently in the later period
of settlement, and peaks in 1650–1800. Many of the generic
usages within the overall dataset are metaphoric, and allude
to the protocols of warfare and awareness of death in battle,
As such, they give insight into societal development amongst
M
aori and demonstrate the contribution of whakatauki to a
sophisticated body of oral tradition that is concerned with
far more than the harvesting of food resources.
The number of ﬁsh taxa (excluding sharks and rays) recorded in whakatauki is approximately two-thirds of those
identiﬁed through analysis of midden material throughout
ANZ (cf. 35 and 32 ﬁsh taxa from the Greater Hauraki and
Otago–Catlins regions respectively; Smith, 2013). Many ﬁsh
taxa identiﬁed from middens therefore do not appear in
whakatauki. It seems likely that the number of species referenced in whakatauki has been winnowed down from the total
aori using criteria such as ease
number of species known to M
of harvest, or distinctive behaviours. Again, this suggests that
whakatauki have a role in society that surpasses observational
commentary on resources and their availability.
Comparisons between the archaeological record and records from whakatauki are, moreover, limited by other cultural and physical discontinuities. For example, many of
the whakatauki recorded in these collections probably have
North Island origins, given the focus of early ethnographers
(e.g. Grey, 1857; Smith, 1889; Kohere, 1951; Best, 1982).
Comprehensive investigation in tribal regions that are under-represented in these collections would most likely reveal
the existence of many more whakatauki. The archaeological
record, on the other hand, tends to rely heavily on data from
South Island midden locations. If we accept estimates that
possibly half of the early M
aori population inhabited the
North Island ca. 1400 AD (Anderson, 1998), before climbing
to 90% in ca. 1769 AD (Pool, 1991), then North Island
archaeological data are clearly under-represented. Fish species distributions are, in addition, often stratiﬁed latitudinally, leading to further imbalances in representations of
M
aori activities and culture during the historic and prehistoric periods. Thus, for example, major southern ﬁsh taxa
such as cod or barracouta (e.g. Brooks et al., 2010) rarely apamure is an abunpear in the whakatauki dataset, whereas t
dant ﬁsh in northern latitudes (Anderson, 1997) and
certainly appears more frequently. Yet despite these differences, some similarities between the whakatauki and archaeological datasets exist. For example, deep water species such
as hoki (Macruronus novaezelandiae), tuna (Thunnus spp.)
and hake (Merluccius australis) do not occur at all either in
the whakatauki dataset or in midden data (Anderson,
1997), although the Polynesians had developed the technology to capture large pelagic ﬁshes in at least some parts of
the Paciﬁc (Leach et al., 1984; Rongo et al., 2009). Anderson
(1997) also reported that t
amure was dominant in early
northern North Island midden data, a ﬁnding that concurs
with the frequency of t
amure in whakatauki.
Anderson and McGlone (1992) and Smith (2013) have both
argued that that a reduction in relative abundance of species in
archaeological assemblages over time reﬂects a decline in regional abundance. Within the whakatauki dataset, however,
this explanation seems unlikely, given the linguistic attachment
patterns that are evident during the period of ﬁrst settlement.
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The whakatauki dataset similarly contrasts with ethnographic sources: only four ﬁsh species (kehe Aplodactylus arctidens, kahawai, mang
o, and hapuku) are discussed in detail in
Best’s seminal work on ﬁshing (1929). References to t
amure,
sharks, and sperm whales dominate the marine resources dataset for whakatauki.
Whakatauki references to shellﬁsh are stable through time
and form an important part of the dataset. However, if we
were to consider the occurrence of marine resources in whakatauki as indicative of their importance as dietary resources,
there is a strong contrast with the occurrence of shellﬁsh in
whakatauki compared to the archaeological record (see, for
example, Smith, 2013). Some midden sites are dominated by
shellﬁsh species similar to those that occur in whakatauki
(e.g. Jacomb, 2008, Monck’s Spur Cave, South Island), but
numerous shellﬁsh that have been identiﬁed from middens
are invisible in the whakatauki. For example, Smith (2013)
estimates 46 shellﬁsh taxa were present in midden sites from
the Greater Hauraki region. We therefore need to consider
biases within the datasets from both oral tradition and archaeology, and what is reasonable to infer from both sources.
The frequent references to sharks create an interesting juxtaposition with archaeological data. Smith (2013) cautions that
although the relative abundance of taxa in archaeozoological
assemblages primarily records the frequency with which they
were harvested, it is modiﬁed over time by taphonomic decay.
The complexities of this problem have long been recognised,
and many harvested ﬁsh thought to be underrepresented in
the archaeological record (Leach and Boocock, 1993). The
lack of bony skeleton in sharks and stingrays has certainly
led to underestimates for elasmobranchs (Leach and Boocock,
1993; Leach, 2006). The importance of shark ﬁshing has therefore been hotly debated in the ethnographic and archaeological
literature. Written and pictorial evidence from the 19th century
conﬁrms shark and stingray ﬁshing by Maori (see, for example, Taylor, 1855; Colenso, 1869; Matthews, 1911 and Paulin,
2007). From the whakatauki results, we suggest that shark
ﬁshing is likely to have been widely undertaken during earlier
periods, although it is clearly impossible to establish the
dimensions of the shark ﬁshery from our data. References to
lamprey also occur in the whakatauki dataset, consistent with
the archival literature and other oral traditions (Beattie, 1920;
Best, 1929), but in contrast to the archaeological record.
Fish references in the whakatauki remain steady from the
time of ﬁrst settlement onwards. How does this ﬁt with the rapid decline of terrestrial resources such as bird populations
that mark the settlement of East Polynesia, including ANZ?
(Steadman, 1989; Grayson, 2008). Midden records reveal that
as terrestrial resources became scarce, coastal people relied
more heavily on ﬁshes as their primary protein resource
(Broughton, 1994). However, in the whakatauki, the emphasis
on marine resources seems to shift from an initial emphasis on
food gathering towards metaphorical commentary on aspects
of society and behaviour. The contexts around marine resources in whakatauki therefore do not directly reﬂect the pattern of reliance on marine resources for food. The initial
emphasis on contexts of food gathering and harvesting might
reﬂect information dissemination about new species, including
species that were abundant, easy to catch or safe to eat (such as
t
amure). Yet later whakatauki resonate with historical signiﬁcance, and culturally speciﬁc meaning. In particular, references
to marine resources and the generic ‘ika’ from the later time
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periods are more likely to reﬂect social factors such as the turmoil of developing settlement patterns and intertribal warfare.
These later settlement patterns, including the emergence of fortiﬁed p
a around 1500 AD (Schmidt, 1996) and competition for
chieftainship, are also evident in other forms of oral tradition.
The whakatauki that refer to marine mammals reﬂect a layer
of Polynesian tradition that is rich with stories featuring whales,
including the stories of Paikea, Tutunui, and others. As such,
they illuminate the strong voyaging and marine history of the
Polynesians through the millennia. Seals and sea lions both appear to have been harvested for food, especially in the South Island (Nagaoka, 2006; Jacomb, 2008) but the extent of the
harvest is unclear in many locations. In the whakatauki, the
aori
number of references is minor, in common with other M
oral histories from the pre-European period (Paulin, 2007).
Finally, we emphasise that oral tradition as a whole can provide rich sources of knowledge about ﬁshing practices and
trends. Recent research featuring interviews with elders who
hold knowledge of traditional ﬁshing systems in Samoa documents their observations of ﬁshery decline (e.g. Levine and
Sauafea-Le’au, 2013); these observations mirror elders’ comments on ﬁshery declines in British Columbia and ANZ (Turner et al., 2013). Whakatauki and other oral traditions can also
complement broader archaeological concerns and illuminate
connections between humans and their environment that transcend harvesting, and reach into patterns of human behaviour
and societal development. Whakatauki offer an integrated refaori worldview and value syserence source that encodes a M
tems, as well as providing environmental information that
can shed light on resource use, for example. This contrasts with
ethnographic records that have, for example, focused solely on
ﬁshing techniques, and the technology of netting and hooks
(Best, 1929; Paulin, 2007), and midden data that provides evidence of diet and food resources. LeFebvre and Giovas
(2009) have argued that observed patterning from past reconstructions should also consider humans as agents actively engaged in technological development rather than passive
individuals reacting to a changing resource structure. We would
emphasise that this reconstruction could also include the development of social customs and structure around resource use.
Smith (2004) has argued that the integration of oral and documentary histories with the archaeological record is essential for
any analysis of community identity. We strongly agree that
examination of oral tradition, as demonstrated here, can provide invaluable information on patterns of human thought
and behaviour and the formation of cultural practices.
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Appendix 1.
Shellﬁsh species referenced in whakatauki, and their habitats.
Habitats were identiﬁed from Te Ara Encyclopedia of New
Zealand http://www.teara.govt.nz/ so that shellﬁsh and their
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a te hinengaro
habitats in whakatauki could be compared with shellﬁsh (and
their habitats) identiﬁed in archaeological midden material.
Shellﬁsh name

Habitat

Cockle, tuangi
Cook’s turban
Limpet
Mudsnail, periwinkle
Mussel
P
aua
Periwinkle
Pipi
Ringed venus
Scallop
Toheroa
Tuatua
Tuskshell

Estuarine
Rocky
Rocky
Estuarine
Rocky
Rocky
Rocky
Estuarine
Open sandy
Open sandy
Open sandy
Open sandy
Open sandy
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